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IoT and the Network Edge 
of Tomorrow



A market in a state of flux.

2023 IoT landscape
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Key factors impacting IoT in 2023

Regulatory IoT 
impact

Consolidation

Sustainability

From platform commoditisation 
to orchestration

End-to-end 
managed services

Complexity driving 
HW architecture

Startup Innovation

IoT

© 2023 Omdia

Decoupling and IoT stack 
optimisation
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In 2021, 65% of respondents reported that they 
were investing more than $500K in IoT; this 
number climbs to 75% for 2022. Growth has been 
solid since 2020, when only 50% of respondents 
were spending that amount or more. 

Year over year, there is double-digit growth in the 
number of enterprises spending $1–5 million and 
5% growth in those spending more than $5 million.

IoT ambitions are expanding: 57% of companies in 
the active stage planned on spending more than 
$1 million in 2022. 

IoT expenditure is climbing 
despite economic uncertainty
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Source: Omdia

How much did your organization invest in IoT projects in 2021
and what do you expect for 2022?

© 2023 Omdia
Notes: n=490

Spending is growing, which is impressive given the challenges of 
chip shortages, labor constraints, interest rate hikes, and increased inflation.

$500k–$999k

$500k–$999k

$1–5m

$1–5m > $5m

> $5m
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Remote control and 
management of equipment

• Energy and utilities

• Manufacturing/industrial

Predictive analytics

• Healthcare

• Manufacturing/industrial

• Agriculture 

Connected CCTV/video analytics

• Transport/fleet

• Retail and hospitality

• Public sector (non healthcare)

Asset tracking (stationary)

• Energy and utilities

• Public sector (non healthcare)

• Logistics/supply chain

Asset tracking (nonstationary)

• Logistics/supply chain

• Manufacturing/industrial

• Retail and hospitality 

Enterprises deploy a broad range of connected applications
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Fleet management software

• Transport/fleet

• Agriculture

• Logistics/supply chain
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Real-time analytics to deliver insights from massive
amount of IoT data

Multi-cloud infrastructure to support security and
redundancy requirement at scale

Machine learning/AI to process massive amount of IoT
data

5G to support flexible provisioning and high-bandwidth,
low-latency wireless connectivity for IoT applications

Blockchain to ensure authenticity/trustworthiness of IoT
data and devices at scale

Edge processing to enable rapid processing of IoT data at
the device or gateway level, reducing latency/storage…

Open APIs to link different IoT services/databases at
scale

Which services are part of your IoT deployment strategy?

Currently using Priority for future No plans/not a priority Don’t know

Note: n=490
Source: Omdia © 2022 Omdia
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Analytics and multi-cloud are short term priorities;
open APIs, 5G and machine learning are the next big priority
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Which best characterizes the value your IoT projects (fully deployed or PoC) have delivered to your organization?
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IoT has met or exceeded expectations in 90% of projects

43% Exceeded expectation

47% Met expectation

2% Not delivered any value

8% Not met expectation


